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Implicit solvation in electronic structure calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) is an incredibly successful and
widely used method for modelling the electronic structure of matter
●
Relatively low computational cost
●
Includes electron correlation in a self-consistent-field (SCF) model
●
Facilitated by
–
Modern parallel computer hardware
–
Efficient theoretical methods / approximations

A minimal parameter implicit solvent model
Continuum dielectric implicit solvation models are
defined by three key components. This model:

conventional
linear-scaling

1 Solute charge representation
●
From density functional theory
●
Includes nuclear charges

Environmental effects can be incorporated into DFT
calculations using an implicit solvent:
●
Computationally inexpensive
●
Avoid explicit treatment of solvent-solvent interactions
●
Solvent degrees of freedom are implicitly averaged

Cavity

Hartree
potential

Approach

a

Dispersion-repulsion effects are included

Improves agreement with experimental

A fixed cavity is used, constructed from
the charge density in vacuum

Avoids numerical instability associated with
additional gradient term from dielectric,

Open boundary conditions are used in
vacuum and solvent calculations

Avoids error introduced by different treatments of
boundary conditions in vacuum and solvent

●

●

●

This modela

PBE
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This modelb

PBE
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PCM

PBE
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SMD

M05-2X

3.4
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AMBER

(classical)

5.1

19.9

0.77

Self-consistent cavity, bFixed cavity

Free energy of solvation for complex

2615-atom catechol ligand / T4 lysozyme
complex (L99A/M102Q mutant). Ligand in
green, dielectric cavity indicated in grey.

Protein/ligand binding energy in solution
PBE functional, fixed cavity. See Table 3 of Ref 3 for further details.

Project outline and key aims

Coarse-grained boundary conditions4

●

R

Key additional features of the model:

Smeared ionic cores4,7

●

Error
(Max)

The implementation of the minimal parameter
implicit solvent model in ONETEP8 allows linearscaling DFT to be applied to calculate free energies
of solvation for systems consisting of thousands of
atoms (see Refs 3, 4 for details).

Implementation highlights

●

Error
(RMS)

The model demonstrates good accuracy
compared to other approaches, with only
two empirical parameters:

3 Non-electrostatic part
●
From cavity surface area
●
Effective surface tension

Non-electrostatic

Represent ionic core charge with Gaussians
Solve NPE for total molecular charge density
Avoids numerical issues with point-charges for multigrid solver

XC
functional

PCM,1 SMD11 and AMBER12 force field Poisson-Boltzmann are
competing implicit solvent models. Experimental energies of
solvation from Minnesota solvation database.13 Results
provided by J. Dziedzic, also appear in Ref 3.

Reaction
potential

Free energy of solvation
Electrostatic

Testing the model in ONETEP8 for 71 neutral molecules (taken from blind tests in 9, 10):

2 Cavity
●
Density dependent
●
Smoothly varying dielectric function

The total electrostatic potential can be
obtained by solving the nonhomogeneous Poisson equation

We are typically interested in the “free energy of
solvation”, i.e.
“the reversible work required to transfer the
solute in a fixed configuration from vacuum to
solution”2

The model3,4 used in this work is a refinement of
the Fattebert-Gygi-Scherlis (FGS) approach.5-7 The
key feature of the FGS method is the use of a
dielectric cavity with a smooth boundary, with a
shape depending on the charge density of the
solute.

Free energies of solvation in kcal/mol

Continuum dielectric self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) approach (see Ref 1):
●
Solvent represented by a polarizable dielectric
continuum
●
Effect of dielectric continuum included in DFT
equations through electrostatic potential
Non-homogeneous Poisson equation (NPE)

Performance of the model

Existing implementation of minimal
parameter solvent model in ONETEP

Evaluation of BC integral is computationally costly
Replace integral with sum over point charges
Point charges represent summed charge of block of space
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“Implementation and optimisation of advanced solvent
modelling functionality in CASTEP and ONETEP”

Defect correction in DL_MG
●

DL_MG / CASTEP interface
●

Smeared ionic
charge for core I

Coarse graining

●

●

The electrostatic energy is evaluated for the total charge
The total energy functional contains additional terms to correct for the use
of smeared ionic charges. These are described in appendix A of Ref 4.

The evaluation of BCs is subject to approximation that the dielectric
permittivity is homogeneous, with the bulk value over the entire cell.

Solve NPE using a multigrid solver (DL_MG)14
Efficient real-space solution to second-order
Highly parallelised: MPI + OpenMP

●

●
●

Higher-order accuracy obtained by “defect correction”
Input and output on real-space Cartesian grid

●
●

●

Defect correction loop

Real-space representation of ionic cores
as Gaussian charge distributions
(“smeared ions”)
Open boundary conditions:
●
Ion-ion interactions
●
Local pseudopotential

Linear-scaling density-matrix DFT code
Strictly localized orbitals (NGWFs)
Direct energy minimization approach
Capable of calculations on 1000s of atoms

●

●
●
●
●

OUT

DL_MG

DL_MG is a second-order multigrid solver
Second-order solutions can introduce significant errors into
calculated energies.4
We use “defect correction”4,15,16 to iteratively improve the
second order solution using higher order finite differences

FD
order

Phenol

Software development

●

●

1
A multigrid solver library capable of
> 2nd order solution of the NPE

Existing model only supports open BCs
Add support for periodic and mixed BCs
●
Ion-ion interactions
●
Local pseudopotential

2
1-D, 2-D and 3-D periodic systems can
be treated using the solvation model

Modification of CASTEP build process
to include DL_MG
New keywords for running simulations
with solvent model
Documentation (source code and user
manual)

3
Implicit solvation functionality
available in CASTEP for the first time

Bringing implicit solvation to CASTEP

ONETEP

Hartree energy
in vacuum

Minimal parameter solvent model

Linear-scaling density-matrix DFT code8

2

113640.335

4

113558.656

Multigrid solver (DL_MG)

6

113557.583

Supporting functionality

8

113557.502

10

113557.485

12

113557.480

MT

113557.47446894

CC

113557.47446894

Plane-wave pseudopotential DFT code18

vacuum

Hartree energy of phenol in
kcal/mol (electron density only)

Second-order
solution

Binding energy is for phenol/T4
lysozyme L99A/M102Q protein
complex. Results provided by
J. Dziedzic, also appear in Ref 4.

External code

Defect correction loop originally implemented in ONETEP
Migrate defect correction code into DL_MG
–
Avoids need to re-implement in CASTEP or other codes
–
DL_MG becomes more a capable package

Key relevant similarities

Reference open BC energies:
MT: Martyna-Tuckerman
CC: Cutoff-Coulomb
(see Ref 17 for further details)

Improved solution

●

Implementation of solvent
model in CASTEP

Evaluation of dielectric function
Electrostatic energy terms
Non-electrostatic energy terms
Integration of solvation terms into selfconsistency scheme

Why is the defect correction important?

DL_MG

●

●

Solvent model

Defect correction in DL_MG
●

●

●

Total electrostatic potential

●

Boundary conditions (BCs)

Model originally implemented in ONETEP8

●

IN

●

●

Extensions to solvent model
in ONETEP

Supporting functionality

Total electrostatic
potential from solver

●

Improvements to multigrid
solver (DL_MG)

Devise a DL_MG-compatible parallel
decomposition of charge density
Evaluation of real-space electrostatic
potential using multigrid solver

Import defect correction code from
ONETEP into DL_MG
Extend defect correction code:
●
3-D parallel data decomposition
●
Periodic/mixed boundary conditions

More complicated than it appears!
●
Different data representations
●
Different parallel data distributions

solution

“Coulombic component” is
for total charge density:

+
+
+
+
+

Key challenges

Solute charge density on real space grid
Hartree (electrostatic) potential on real space grid
Nuclei & core electrons represented by pseudopotentials
Written in Fortran 2003 with modular design
MPI and OpenMP parallelism

-

Truncation vs. padding

Open BC total energy expressions
Simulation cell

●

Multigrid region

●

Periodic and mixed boundary conditions
Solvation calculations in periodic and mixed boundary conditions (BCs) will
facilitate calculations in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D periodic systems. This capability is
useful for some types of material of technological interest, e.g.

Surfaces (periodic in 2-dimensions)

No pre-existing support for open BCs in CASTEP
- Need open BC local pseudopotentials
- Need to calculate BCs for electrostatic potential
No pre-existing support for smeared ions in CASTEP
- Need smeared ions to calculate total electrostatic potential
Different parallel data distributions (1-D vs. 3-D)

-

The total energy expression used in CASTEP depends on the context
The correction for smeared ions depends on the form of the
expression
smeared ion
correction

The model was originally implemented in ONETEP for open (Dirichlet) BCs,
i.e.

In this project, we plan to implement fully periodic and mixed periodic/open
BCs, i.e.

ONETEP

smeared ion
correction

CASTEP

Strictly localized orbitals
●
No density can exist in
truncated region

“Band structure energy”
(eigenvalue sum),
includes

No strict localization
●
Avoid charge density
truncation by padding cell

Recent results: SCF calculations on a H2O dimer with open BC vacuum electrostatics
Several electrostatic terms must be modified to consistently account for the
chosen BCs (see appendices of Refs 4 and 7):
●

●

●

Polymers (periodic in 1-dimension)
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Electrostatic potential energy

From DL_MG

Local pseudopotential energy
Ion-ion interaction energy
Smeared ionic core corrections

From electronic
structure package

Code

SCF method

Energy / Ha

∆ONETEP/CASTEP / Ha
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BCs

H2O dimer in vacuum
●
●
●

20 Å cubic simulation cell
PBE exchange-correlation
Norm-conserving pseudopotentials

CASTEP and ONETEP parameters were set to produce identical
simulation cell real-space grid dimensions.

CASTEP
●
●

528.792 eV plane wave cutoff
Grid scales: coarse 1.0, fine 2.0

0.04374148

ONETEP

0.04374297

●
●
●

0.503927 bohr psinc spacing
8.0 bohr NGWF radii
Number of NGWFs: H, 1; O, 4

Simulation cell grid
Coarse:
Fine:

75×75×75
150×150×150

Multigrid region (fine):
ONETEP:
CASTEP:

145×145×145
161×161×161
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